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Abstract
Seashore and coastal areas are the object of human pressure, affecting population well-being and threatening the future economic growth of local communities. To deal with this issue, we discuss an original theoretical model
representing the change in tourism demand for a seaside site affected by
coastal erosion due to environmental problems. We find out that the decline
of the tourist location could occur not only in case of a strong seashore reduction, but even when the coastal erosion still permits tourism demand and satisfactory income for tourism operators.
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1. Introduction
Coastal management and conservation is a top issue in many countries and international organizations, such as UNEP and European Union. Seashore and
coastal areas are typically object of human pressure affecting population
well-being and threatening the future economic growth of local communities [1]
[2] [3]. Nonetheless, the standard approach to coastal management takes origin
from the environmental and marine science point of view (eutrophication, water
pollution, coastal erosion), and neglects much more the economic perspective.
The last one is mostly confined to the elicitation of residents’ willingness to pay
to contribute to constructing and maintaining coastal defence infrastructures [4]
[5], but in just few cases it dealt with optimal development strategy of a tourism
destination [6] [7].
What it is really missing in literature is a theoretical modeling of demand and
supply reaction to the coastal erosion problem, to address the problem from a
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strategic and a political economy point of view.
This is the main relevance of this work from both practical social side and the
academic perspective.
The problems related to seashore erosion are particularly perceived whenever
the theoretical carrying capacity threshold is over-passed. The notion of carrying
capacity originates in natural science and it depicts the capability of a given habitat to support a particular population, providing the necessary conditions to
survival [8] [9]. Other interpretations of this notion led to accept for carrying
capacity a multidimensional meaning, different from the strictly physical or
“ecological” one: a “social” carrying capacity, identified by the greatest attendance a site could bear without congestion or reciprocal disturbance among visitors; and an “economic” carrying capacity, given by the greatest for-profit activities that could be introduced in a place before saturation, income fall, and economic crisis arise. For each of these three aspect—ecological, social, and economic—does exist a threshold beyond which the site is over-used, triggering a
decline trajectory instead of a development one.
Carrying capacity shares this multidimensional approach with another
well-known notion, i.e. the sustainability concept [10], but the definitions of
sustainable development are copious. This is probably due both to the complexity of the concept, and to its partial “inconsistency”, since it tries to keep together different and contradictory elements: development, denoting change and
progression, and sustain-ability that recall conservation and status quo protection. From the definition proposed by the Brundtland Report [11], it is well accepted that sustainable development entails an economic element; a deeper interpretation allows to identify in it even an ecological and a social dimension
[12], and to get a potential conflict among this three dimensions. As a matter of
fact, sustainable development implies to give up the maximization of each sector
objectives, for a compromise equilibrium aimed at recomposing the conflict
among economy, ecology and social subject.
To discuss this statement we ought to introduce the following diagram
(Figure 1).
In this picture, the vertices of the triangle represent the full and theoretic accomplishment of each “sector” target (economic, ecological and social), so that
the upper one is a 100% economic growth objective, while the left one is 100% of
environmental preservation, and the right one is 100% of social wellbeing. Any
movement from a vertex along the sides of the triangle represents a bilateral exchange between a pure tar-get and another. From the ecological to the economic
side it means to renounce to strict environmental preservation to accept the
benefits from economic growth, for instance building a new motorway to speed
up the transport of goods and people or allowing tourism exploitation of a pristine ocean island. From the social to the economic target, it means dealing for
instance with the well-known conflict between technological progress and employment protection, or the brand new question arisen by the contrast between
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Figure 1. A visual representation of sustainable development (adapted from Munasinghe
[13]).

short- and long-supply chain, with the former benefiting peculiar social categories such as consumers and producers, and the latter allowing job creation and
value added. Finally, it does exist a trade-off between social and environmental
objectives too, emerging whenever individuals must renounce to deep rooted
habits, personal or collective rights to take care of environmental issues, such as
stop sport-hunting of endangered species, dismissing the use of car to abate air
pollution or restricting the access to a visited hotspots to reduce environmental
impacts.
The simultaneous renunciation to all three pure targets leads forward the
middle of the triangle, in a part of Figure 1 that we call “sustainability area”.
Arising from mutual trade-off among full objectives, we see that it is a brand
new compromise equilibrium, given by the mixture of an achievable part of each
of the three sectorial targets. Being very far from a comfortable goal where to
keep together the best of each world (environment, production and living society), sustainable development means conscious renunciation and ability to make
complex choices.
The Carrying capacity notion interacts deeply with the tourism issue [14]. For
sea beaches, in particular, the identification of a capacity is related to the environmental and social externality given by crowd congestion, i.e. the number of
tourists concentrated in the site at the same time [15] [16] [17]. Nonetheless, due
to climate change and sea-level rise, in last years the congestion externality is
worsened by the environmental problem of seashore reduction [6] [18].
The interaction among the different elements of sustainable development and
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among the different kind of carrying capacity thresholds (social, economic and
environmental) are the basis of the forecasting model set up to estimate the relation between tourism income and coastal erosion.
To deal with the issue of tourism in seaside location affected by the reduction
of carrying capacity threshold, we build a model to forecast tourism demand
reaction (Section 2). After we set up, we illustrate the model functioning and the
equilibrium conditions (Section 3). Some final lines summarize the main results
and conclusions (Section 4).

2. Environmental, Social and Economic Loss from Coastal
Erosion: The Model Set up
We can describe beach tourism as a market where the demand for seashore surface matches a supply given by the seashore availability.
The beach demand follows a twofold dynamics: on one hand any tourist needs
a “living space”, a minimal quantity of squared meters on the beach below which
the outdoor experience is unsatisfactory; on the other, when on holiday the visitor needs socialite moments, so that an exaggerated room availability, is equally
un-satisfactory, being an indicator of boredom and dullness. A general formalization of this attitude could be the following:

 x
seashore demand: N = G ( x − s ) 1 − 
 e

(1)

where N is the dependant variable, namely the number of attracted tourists; the
independent variable x is the available squared meters for each beach user (the
“lining space”); s and e are respectively the minimal and maximal threshold below and beyond which representative tourist’s individual demand drops to nil
(the tourist leave the place because of excess of congestion or because excess of
isolation). G is a multiplier, incorporating all the other variables not considered
by the model.
The previous formula can be assumed as a social sustainability function, with
s and e as (social) carrying capacity thresholds. From a graphic point of view, in
a plan N = f(x) is a parabola with downward concavity and intersection with abscissa in s and e (N drops to nil for both x ≤ s and x ≥ s).
To run the model we need a second function, aimed at identifying the physical
seashore availability. This can be draw as follows:
seashore supply: N =

D
x

(2)

where D is the seashore extension, and the other variable is the same of the
beach demand/social sustain-ability function. Beach supply function, that might
be written more correctly in the form x = D/n, states that it does exist an inverse
relation between the number of tourists that can be hosted on a shore, and the
room destined to each of them. Graphically, it is the down-sloped hyperbola
branch. This supply function is nothing else but an ecological sustainability
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function, with an upper right point that identifies the physical carrying capacity
of the beach.
Assuming fixed prices, economic sustainability can be expressed as the minimal attendance under which the tourism activity is any longer profitable.
Taking as reference practitioners’ standards and tourism sector vulgate, this
threshold is set at the occupancy ratio of 30% of the total beds endowments.
From a mathematical point of view it is a linear function, depicting a straight
line parallel to the abscissa and a constant equal to the threshold (see Figure 2):

= 0.3 × PL
Economic sustainability: N

(3)

where PL is the number of the total beds of all kind of accommodations in the
municipality, multiplied for the number of days of the summer season. Drawn in
a Cartesian plan, the three functions give the following diagram (Figure 2).

3. Results: Model Equilibrium
We can see the equilibrium dynamics in Figure 3: the intersection between
supply curve (or ecological sustainability) and demand curve (or social sustainability) identifies the equilibrium, i.e. the number of tourists hosted by the site
and the average seashore surface available for each tourist. Whenever the equilibrium is at N* > N , it is unsustainable from an economic point of view, and
supply-side operators leave the market.
Form and position of the parabola reflect characteristics of the representative
tourist in each municipality: a moved to the right curve means users more interested to exclusivity; on the contrary, the more it is near to the ordinate axis, the
more tourists are concerned with sociality. At the same time, a curve with closer

s and e (i.e. a thinner parabola) identifies a less resilient community of tourists,
that can more easily leave the place because of a reduction in the individual
beach room.
N

SS ≡ Environmental sustainability

DD ≡ Social sustainability

N*

N

Economic sust.
s

x*

e

x

Figure 2. Equilibrium and sustainability in a coastal place with seaside subject to summer
tourism.
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Figure 3. The equilibrium dynamics.

The equilibrium changes along with seashore availability. A downward shift of
the supply/ecological sustain-ability curve (reflecting a lower availability of
beach, for example because of erosion) locates a brand new spot at the intersection with the demand/social sustainability curve, that does not move. The seasonal character of the tourism experience makes it likely that the system will
undergo a shock: initially (from 0 to 1), visitors will not perceive the seashore
reduction, and the same N 0* tourists will keep on attending the beach. But in
the new scenario the usable room for each of them has dropped from x0* to x1,
and when they become aware of the new situation, demand collapse to N1. This
is not a stable position yet, since the seashore supply is once more different from
the perceived one from users. N1 visitors have a higher individual room than x1,
and this attracts new tourists until the point

(x

*
F

)

, N F* , where the two curves

meet again.
In these dynamics, there is an evident problem related to the initial shock: the
risk that the decrease of tourists could be irreversible, due to the fact that temporary N1 would drop inside the economic non-sustainability area. As we saw, in
this case supply operators leave the market and the tourism system crumbles, so
that the comeback to N F* does not happen. This means that the decline could
spring even for a seashore reduction actually compatible with a tourism exploitation and a satisfactory income.

4. Conclusions
In previous pages, we built up a simple model to forecast the evolution of seashore reduction in tourism demand at equilibrium in a seaside location. Working with a limited set of available data on tourism and physical characteristics of
seaside places, the model can be a useful instrument to compare the benefits
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generated by coastal protection and shoreline management expenditures, an issue that could affect the optimal development strategy of a tourism destination.
What emerges is that a direct connection does exist between local tourism
system income and coastal de-fence investments, so that the latter could be considered as a club good [19]. Since most of generated benefits are of private nature, while coastal defense and managing works are on public sector, the issue
claims for a further discussion on a financing scheme that could involve even
private operators and companies.
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